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The oordinate Bethe ansatz solutions of the XXZ model for a one-dimensional spin-1/2 hain are analyzed
with fous on the statistial properties of the onstituent quasipartiles. Emphasis is given to the speial ases
known as XX, XXX, and Ising models, where onsiderable simpliations our. The XXZ spetrum an
be generated from separate pseudovaua as ongurations of sets of quasipartiles with dierent exlusion
statistis. These sets are omplementary in the sense that the pseudovauum of one set ontains the maximum
number of partiles from the other set. The Bethe ansatz string solutions of the XXX model evolve dierently
in the planar and axial regimes. In the Ising limit they beome ferromagneti domains with integer-valued
exlusion statistis. In the XX limit they brake apart into hard-ore bosons with (eetively) fermioni
statistis. Two sets of quasipartiles with spin 1/2 and frational statistis are distinguished, where one set
(spinons) generates the XXZ spetrum from the unique, ritial ground state realized in the planar regime,
and the other set (solitons) generates the same spetrum from the twofold, antiferromagnetially ordered
ground state realized in the axial regime. In the Ising limit, the solitons beome antiferromagneti domain
walls.
Key words: XXZ model, Bethe ansatz, string hypothesis, frational statistis, spinons, solitons.
PACS: 75.10.-b
1. Introdution
Quantum spin hains are physially realized in quasi-one-dimensional magneti ompounds.
These are rystalline materials with magneti ions arranged in exhange-oupled hains that are
isolated from eah other by non-magneti ions. The elementary magneti moments are loalized
on the sites l of a one-dimensional lattie, whih makes them distinguishable. The assoiated spin
operators thus ommute if they belong to dierent sites of that lattie, [Sαl , S
β
l′ ] = ı~ǫαβγS
γ
l δll′ .
The Hilbert spae of a spin-1/2 hain with N sites is onveniently spanned by produt basis vetors
|σ1 . . . σN 〉, σl =↑, ↓.
Prominent among the many models employed in the ontext of quantum spin hain ompounds
is the spin-1/2 XXZ model,
HXXZ = J
N∑
l=1
{
Sxl S
x
l+1 + S
y
l S
y
l+1 +∆S
z
l S
z
l+1
}
. (1)
It desribes a uniform nearest-neighbor exhange oupling with uniaxial anisotroy. Periodi bound-
ary onditions are assumed. We distinguish ferromagneti oupling (J < 0) from antiferromagneti
oupling (J > 0), and the planar regime (0 ≤ ∆ < 1) from the axial regime (∆ > 1). Important
speial ases are the XX model (∆ = 0), the XXX model (∆ = 1), and the Ising model (∆→∞).
One persistent hallenge through deades of experiments on quantum spin hain ompounds has
been the interpretation of the observed intensity spetrum in terms of onstituent quasipartiles
[ 1, 2℄. The hief motivation of the work reported here is to shed new light on this very issue.
The approah taken is eleti in nature, ombining older and more reent results for the unied
purpose of understanding the quasipartile omposition of the XXZ spetrum more thoroughly.
The strong interest in the XXZ model is sustained not only by its diret relevane in exper-
imental physis, but also by its amenability to exat analysis via Bethe ansatz. The solution of
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the XXX model was, in fat, the very problem for whih Bethe originally invented the method
in the early days of quantum mehanis [ 3, 4℄. The Bethe ansatz allows for a haraterization of
all many-body eigenstates as omposed of quasipartiles that satter o eah other or form bound
states and thus turn into dierent quasipartiles. Over the years the same basi idea has been
suessfully applied to many dierent kinds of systems and situations inluding interating boson
and fermion gases with ontat interations [ 5, 6, 7℄, the Hubbard model for eletrons on a lattie
with on-site repulsion [ 8, 9℄, and for bosoni and fermioni quantum eld theories inluding the
quantum Sine-Gordon and Thirring models [ 10℄.
The XXZ spetrum an be generated from dierent pseudovaua by the systemati reation of
quasipartiles with dierent exlusion statistis. In most ases these pseudovaua are states of low-
est energy (physial vaua). An overview of the dierent kinds of quasipartiles that have emerged
from analyti work on the XXZ model is shown in Fig. 1. The boxes in the top row represent
quasipartiles whose names are derived from jargon used to desribe oordinate Bethe ansatz so-
lutions. These quasipartiles are haraterized by strings of omplex momenta with ommon real
part and dierent imaginary parts [ 7℄. One-strings are unbound magnons, two-strings are bound
magnon pairs et. Small (large) imaginary parts indiate loose (tight) binding [ 11℄. At ∆ = 1 the
strings are onstituent partiles of (degenerate) multiplets of eigenstates with total spin ST . These
multiplets split up energetially at ∆ 6= 1.
broken strings,
fermions
spinons solitons
stretched strings,
domainsstrings
XX XXX Ising
Figure 1. Zoo of quasipartiles that play some role in the ontext of the XXZ model. For J > 0,
the pseudovaua of spinons and solitons are at the bottom of the spetrum. The pseudovauum
of the string partiles is at the top in the axial regime (∆ ≥ 1) and moves downward in the
planar regime (0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1), reahing the enter in the XX limit and oiniding there with the
pseudovauum of Jordan-Wigner fermions.
At ∆ = 0 the energy levels join up in new degenerate ongurations, reeting dierent sym-
metries [ 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17℄. A more natural lassiation sheme for the XX spetrum is then
based on string fragments. Hene the name broken strings. These fragments are losely related to
the free lattie fermions that emerge from the Jordan-Wigner representation of spin-1/2 operators [
12, 15, 16, 17℄. At ∆ > 1 the imaginary parts of the string solutions grow in magnitude and diverge
as ∆ → ∞. Hene the name strethed strings. The tightly bound strings are related, in the Ising
limit, to loalized domains of reversed spins on suessive lattie sites. The exlusion statistis of
these domains is similar to yet subtly dierent from that of the strings.
The boxes in the bottom row of Fig. 1 represent quasipartiles that are omplementary to the
string partiles. The string pseudovauum ontains the maximum number of spinons or solitons.
The spinon and soliton vaua ontain strings at maximum apaity. Whereas the string parti-
les have integer-valued exlusion statistis, the spinons and solitons are realizations of frational
statistis [ 18℄. They are both semions but with dierent pseudovaua. The exlusion priniple for
semions is, roughly speaking, halfway between those appliable for fermions and bosons. If it takes
1/g partiles to lower the number of orbitals in a band available for oupany by one, then g = 1
2
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desribes fermions, g = 1/2 semions, and g = 0 bosons (as a limit).
The string partiles and the semioni partiles are natural building bloks for the systemati
onstrution of a omplete XXZ eigenbasis from dierent pseudovaua. The ongurations of
string partiles and semioni partiles are both unique and preserved in every XXZ eigenstate.
The ground state (physial vauum) of the XXZ antiferromagnet (J > 0) oinides with the
pseudovaua of the semions. The spinon vauum is unique and oinides with the non-degenerate
ground state of the XXZ model at 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1 for even N . The soliton vauum is twofold and
oinides with the ground state of the XXZ model at ∆ > 1 for N →∞.
Let us briey illustrate the relation between the partiles from the top and bottom rows in Fig. 1
with two simple senarios, one in onguration spae and the other in momentum spae. In the
Ising limit, HXXZ has simple produt eigenstates. The ferromagneti state | ↑↑↑ · · · 〉 is the unique
pseudovauum for domains of onseutive ipped spins, ↓↓ · · · ↓, as shown in top part of Fig. 2. The
twofold Neel state, | ↑↓↑ · · · 〉, | ↓↑↓ · · · 〉, by ontrast, is the pseudovauum for antiferromagneti
domain walls of the kind ↑↑, ↓↓ as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 2. These domain walls (named
solitons) have eetive spin ±1/2. The integer-valued exlusion statistis of domains is assoiated
with the fat that neighboring partiles must be separated by any positive integer number of lattie
sites. The frational exlusion statistis of domain walls, on the other hand, is assoiated with the
fat that one of two lattie sites may be shared by neighboring partiles.
... ...
vacuum 1 vacuum 2 vacuum 2
... ...
vacuum vacuum vacuum
domain domain
wall walls
Figure 2. Constituent quasipartiles of HXXZ at ∆→∞ in real spae (lattie of N sites). They
are either domains of ipped spins embedded in the unique vauum with all spins up (top) or
domain walls embedded in the twofold vauum with all spins alternatingly up/down (bottom).
In the XX limit, HXXZ is equivalent to a system of NF free lattie fermions in a band [
19, 20, 21, 22℄. The ground state orresponds to the intat Fermi sea at |k| < kF as shown in
Fig. 3. The entire spetrum an be generated systematially via partile exitations (∆NF = +1),
hole exitations (∆NF = −1), and partile-hole exitations (∆NF = 0). The Fermi-sea ground state
an be viewed as the pseudovauum for semioni spinons. We introdue a threshold momentum
kc that varies with NF . When a fermion is removed from the intat sea, kc slightly inreases to
generate not just one but two vaanies in the interval |k| < kc of the band. These two holes
are then identied with a pair of spin-up spinons. When a fermion is added outside the intat
Fermi sea, kc slightly dereases to produe two partiles in the region |k| > kc. They are identied
with a pair of spin-down spinons. A fermioni partile-hole exitation leaves kc unhanged and is
interpreted as a pair of spinons with opposite spin orientation. The entire spetrum an thus be
desribed in the form of spinon ongurations.
The main goal of this work is to identify the relationship between the string partiles and the
semioni partiles for HXXZ at ∆ = 0, 1,∞ in partiular and to illuminate how this relationship
an be traked between the three points in parameter spae. In Se. 2 we set the stage for this
investigation by reviewing the relevant Bethe-ansatz representations that best serve our purpose.
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−kc +k c
−kF +k F
−kc +k c
−kF +k F
−kc +k c
−kF +k F
N
∆ NF = +1∆NF = −1 ∆ NF = 0
∆ N+ = +2 ∆ −= +2 = +1−N∆= +N∆
Figure 3. Constituent quasipartiles of HXXZ at ∆ = 0 in reiproal spae (fermioni band with
Fermi momentum kF ). They are either spinless Jordan-Wigner fermion or semioni spinons with
spin ±1/2.
We then disuss the quasipartile omposition of the XXZ spetrum in the XXX limit (Se. 3.1),
the Ising limit (Se. 3.2), and the XX limit (Se. 3.3).
2. Bethe ansatz
The oordinate Bethe ansatz for HXXZ uses the magnon vauum |F 〉 ≡ | ↑↑ · · · ↑〉 with energy
EF = JN∆/4 as its referene state. The Bethe form [ 3℄ of any eigenvetor in the invariant subspae
with magnetization Mz = N/2− r,
|ψ〉 =
∑
1≤n1<...<nr≤N
a(n1, . . . , nr)S
−
n1
· · ·S−nr |F 〉, (2)
has oeients of the form
a(n1, . . . , nr) =
∑
P∈Sr
exp

ı r∑
j=1
kPjnj +
ı
2
r∑
i<j
θPiPj

 , (3)
determined by r magnon momenta ki and one phase angle, θij = −θji, for eah magnon pair. The
sum P ∈ Sr is over the permutations of the indies {1, 2, . . . , r}. The ki and θij satisfy the Bethe
ansatz equations (BAE),
eıNki =
r∏
j 6=i
eıθij , eıθij = −
eı(ki+kj) + 1− 2∆eıki
eı(ki+kj) + 1− 2∆eıkj
. (4)
The energy and the wave number of an eigenstate with magnon momenta {k1, . . . , kr} are
E − EF
J
=
r∑
i=1
(cos ki −∆) , k =
(
r∑
i=1
ki
)
mod(2π). (5)
Reasons of pratiality ditate the use of dierent transformations of the BAE in the regimes
of axial anisotropy (∆ > 1), planar anisotropy (∆ < 1), and isotropi exhange (∆ = 1). It is
onvenient to introdue rapidities zi,
cot
ki
2
=


cot
γ
2
tanh
γzi
2
: 0 ≤ ∆ = cos γ < 1
zi : ∆ = 1
coth
η
2
tan
ηzi
2
: ∆ = cosh η > 1
, (6)
4
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whih renders the limit ∆→ 1 smooth from both sides. The BAE (4) thus transform into
Nφ˜1(zi) = 2πIi +
r∑
j 6=i
φ˜2(zi − zj), i = 1, . . . , r, (7)
where
φ˜ν(z)
.
=


2 arctan
(
cot
γν
2
tanh
γz
2
)
: 0 ≤ ∆ < 1
2 arctan
z
ν
: ∆ = 1
2 arctan
(
coth
ην
2
tan
ηz
2
)
: ∆ > 1
. (8)
The Bethe quantum numbers (BQN) Ii of integer or half-integer value reet the multivaluedness
of the logarithm used in the transformation. They are subjet to restritions that will be disussed
ase by ase. The energy expression in (5) beomes
E − EF
J
= −
r∑
i=1
e˜(zi), e˜(z)
.
=


sin2 γ
cosh(γz)− cos γ
: 0 ≤ ∆ < 1
2
1 + z2
: ∆ = 1
− sinh2 η
cos(ηz)− cosh η
: ∆ > 1
. (9)
Note that we are, eetively, dealing with a single anisotropy parameter, η = ıγ, that is real
in one regime, imaginary in the other, and zero at the isotropy point. This parametrization is
partiularly useful for traking the spetrum between the axial and planar regimes aross the
point of higher rotational symmetry. Slightly dierent parametrizations are more adequate for the
exploration of the limits ∆→∞ in the axial regime and ∆→ 0 in the planar regime.
2.1. Axial regime
At ∆ > 1 we use the transformation [ 23℄,
tan
zi
2
.
= tanh
η
2
cot
ki
2
, η = arcosh∆, −π < zi < π, (10)
instead of (6), to bring the BAE (4) into the form(
coth(η/2) tan(zi/2)− ı
coth(η/2) tan(zi/2) + ı
)N
=
r∏
j 6=i
coth(η) tan [(zi − zj)/2]− ı
coth(η) tan [(zi − zj)/2] + ı
, i = 1, . . . , r. (11)
The assoiated trigonometri BAE are
Nφ1(zi) = 2πIi +
r∑
j 6=i
φ2(zi − zj), i = 1, . . . , r, (12)
where
φν(z)
.
= 2 arctan
(
tan(z/2)
tanh(ην/2)
)
+ 2π
⌊
ℜz
2π
+
1
2
⌋
. (13)
The seond term in (13) ensures that the set {Ii} remains the same as an eigenstate is traked
aross the axial regime [ 7℄. Here ⌊x⌋ is the oor funtion (integer part of x).
For the analysis of solutions that inlude omplex magnon momenta we invoke the string
hypothesis for the rapidities [ 7℄:
zm,lα = z
m
α + ıη(m+ 1− 2l), l = 1, . . . ,m, m = 1, 2, . . . , r. (14)
5
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The index l distinguishes rapidities belonging to the same string (of sizem). The index α = 1, ..., nm
distinguishes dierent strings of the same size. The string ansatz (14) produes only asymptoti
solutions of the BAE (11) for N → ∞. The nite-N orretions are, in general, exponentially
small, and not all nite-N solutions t the string template (14) [ 7℄. However, neither orretions
nor exeptions aet marosopi systems. In the Ising limit, where the spread of imaginary parts
in (14) diverges, all orretions and exeptions disappear even for nite N .
A given string solution of (11) with magnetization Mz = N/2 − r is desribed by r rapidities
that breaks down into ongurations of strings suh that the onstraint,∑
m∈C
mnm = r, (15)
is satised, where the set C identies those sizes of strings that our in a given eigenstate. With
the funtions
ϕν(z)
.
=
coth(ην/2) tan(z/2)− ı
coth(ην/2) tan(z/2) + ı
=
sin
(
(z − ıην)/2
)
sin
(
(z + ıην)/2
)
(16)
we rewrite Eqs. (11) in the form
[ϕ1(zi)]
N
=
r∏
j 6=i
ϕ2(zi − zj), i = 1, . . . , r. (17)
When we substitute the string ansatz (14) into Eqs. (17) we obtain
[
ϕ1(z
m,l
α )
]N
=
∏
(m′,β) 6=(m,α)
m′∏
k=1
ϕ2(z
m,l
α − z
m′,k
β )
m∏
k 6=l
ϕ2(z
m,l
α − z
m,k
α ), (18)
for l = 1, ...,m and α = 1, . . . , nm, where
ϕν(z
m,l
α ) =
sin
(
[zmα + ıη(m+ 1− ν − 2l)]/2
)
sin
(
[zmα + ıη(m+ 1 + ν − 2l)]/2
) . (19)
To determine the real parts, zmα , we form the produt of all Eqs. (18) for xed m,α:[
m∏
l=1
ϕ1(z
m,l
α )
]N
=
∏
(m′,α′) 6=(m,α)

 m′∏
k=1
m∏
l=1
ϕ2(z
m,l
α − z
m′,k
α′ )



 m∏
l=1
m∏
k 6=l
ϕ2(z
m,l
α − z
m,k
α )

 . (20)
Eah expression in square brakets an be simplied massively, produing the BAE for the zmα ,
[ϕn(z
m
α )]
N
=
∏
(m′,α′) 6=(m,α)
ϕm′−m(z
mm′
αα′ )ϕm′+m(z
mm′
αα′ )
m−1∏
l=1
[
ϕm′+m−2l(z
mm′
αα )
]2
, (21)
with zmm
′
αα′
.
= zmα − z
m′
α′ . The assoiated trigonometri BAE,
Nφm(z
m
α ) = 2πI
m
α +
∑
(m′,α′) 6=(m,α)
Φmm′(z
mm′
αα′ ), (22)
Φmm′(z)
.
=
{
φ|m−m′|(z) + 2φ|m−m′|+2(z) + ...+ 2φm+m′−2(z) + φm+m′(z) : m
′ 6= m
2φ2(z) + 2φ4(z) + ...+ 2φ2m−2(z) + φ2m(z) : m
′ = m
, (23)
6
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depend on a set {Imα } of BQN that reets the spei string ombination of any given eigenstate.
The energy and wave number of that state are
E − EF
J
= −
∑
(m,α)
sinh η sinh(ηm)
cosh(ηm)− cos zmα
, k =

 ∑
(m,α)
(
π −
2π
N
Imα
)mod(2π). (24)
The range of the Imα will be disussed rst for the ase ∆ = 1 in Se. 2.2 and then for the axial
regime inluding the Ising limit in Se. 3.2.
2.2. Isotropi exhange
At ∆ = 1 we retain the rapidities from (6), the trigonometri BAE in the form (7), and the
energy expression (9). The string hypothesis now reads
zm,lα = z
m
α + ı(m+ 1− 2l), l = 1, . . . ,m, m = 1, 2, . . . , r. (25)
The BAE for the real parts zmα are Eqs. (21) with (19) replaed by
ϕν(z
m,l
α ) =
zmα + ı(m+ 1− ν − 2l)
zmα + ı(m+ 1 + ν − 2l)
. (26)
The assoiated trigonometri BAE for the zmα then take on the form (22) with Φmm′(z) from (23)
and φν(z)
.
= 2 arctan(z/ν) from (8). The energy and wave number of an eigenstate speied by
the set {Imα } are
E − EF
J
= −
∑
(m,α)
2m
m2 + (zmα )
2
, k =

 ∑
(m,α)
(
π −
2π
N
Imα
)mod(2π). (27)
The string hypothesis sets the range of the Imα (with I
m
α+1 > I
m
α implied) as follows [ 7℄:
|Imα | ≤
1
2
(
N − 1−
∑
m′∈C
tmm′nm′
)
, tmm′
.
= 2min(m,m′)− δmm′ , (28)
where nm is the number of m-strings (distinguished by running index α) in the eigenstate. Note
that the range of allowed values beomes narrower for all sizes if a string of any size is added. The
Imα for a given ombination {nm} and a given value of m are either all integers or all half-integers
suh that the border values of the range (28) are realized.
The Bethe state haraterized by a set {Imα } is the highest-weight omponent (i.e. the state
with Mz = ST ) of an ST -multiplet with total spin
ST =
N
2
− r, r =
∑
m∈C
mnm. (29)
The other omponents of any given ST -multiplet are generated by the addition of magnons with
zero momentum. These have no eet on the energy or the wave number. Consider the ase of a
highest-weight state with total spin (29) that only ontains 1-strings. Suppose this state is speied
by the following set of BQN subjet to the onstraint (28):
−
1
2
(N − r − 1) ≤ I11 < · · · < I
1
r ≤
1
2
(N − r − 1). (30)
The rapidities z1α derived from the BAE (22),
Nφ1(z
1
α) = 2πI
1
α +
r∑
β 6=α
φ2(z
1
α − z
1
β), α = 1, . . . , r, (31)
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are real and, with rare exeptions, nite. The member state withMz = ST−1 of the same multiplet
has one extra rapidity, zr+1 = ∞, representing the additional magnon with kr+1 = 0. The BAE
(22) for this state are then satised with the same z1α, α = 1, . . . , r and with zr+1 = ±∞ if we set
the BQN as follows:
I˜1α = I
1
α ±
1
2
, α = 1, . . . , r; I˜1r+1 = ±
1
2
(N − r). (32)
In the more general ase, where the highest-weight state under onsideration ontains strings with
m > 1, the shifts in the already existing BQN, Imα , and the value of the new BQN, I
1
r+1, will be
dierent. In Se. 3.1 we will treat the strings as interating partiles and examine their exlusion
statistis.
2.3. Planar regime
The string ansatz at ∆ < 1 [ 7℄ will not be used here. Simpliations and residual ompliations
that our in the limit ∆→ 0 an be seen in the raw form (4) of the BAE. There are two ategories
of solutions, both of whih are ubiquitous. Regular and singular solutions are distinguished by the
absene or presene of pairs of ritial magnon momenta with ki + kj = π, whih make both the
numerator and the denominator in (4) vanish as ∆→ 0.
All regular solutions produe real magnon momenta from eıNki = (−1)r−1, whereas singular
solutions inlude ritial magnon pairs that are either both real or form a omplex-onjugate pair
[ 12, 15, 16, 17℄. The latter an be interpreted as fragments of strings that exist throughout the
planar regime. Sine all ritial pairs are assoiated with a twofold degeneray of eigenstates with
equal wave number, the singular features as imposed by the BAE in the limit ∆ → 0 an be
removed by unitary transformations. This erases, at ∆ = 0, all traes of the string nature, at
∆ > 0, of omplex solutions. The magnon momenta thus regularized are
kα = π −
2π
N
I1α. (33)
The assoiated BQN are integers for odd r and half-integers for even r with range
|I1α − τr| ≤
1
2
(N − 1), τr =
1
2
[1− (−1)r]. (34)
Their relation to the BQN (28) and (32) of the ST -multiplet states will be disussed in Se. 3.3.
The regularized BAE solutions (33) desribe hard-ore bosons. The phase shift is θij = π for
all two-partile interations. These hard-ore bosons are equivalent to the Jordan-Wigner fermions
[ 19, 20, 21, 22℄ that have been instrumental in most studies of the XX model.
3. Quasipartile omposition of XXZ spetrum
We are now ready to explore the relationship between the omplementary quasipartile om-
positions of the XXZ spetrum. We begin in Se. 3.1 with string partiles and the omplementary
spinon partiles for the XXX ase. In Se. 3.2 we then disuss the eets of axial anisotropy on the
strings and their relationship to ferromagneti domains in the Ising limit. Complementary to these
domains are the soliton partiles in the shape of antiferromagneti domain walls. In the planar
regime the strings evolve dierently. What remains of them in the XX limit are fragments that at
like hard-ore bosons or, equivalently, free Jordan-Wigner fermions. Complementary to the latter
are again the spinons as will be disussed in Se. 3.3.
3.1. XXX limit: strings and spinons
The very struture of the oordinate Bethe ansatz suggests that the strings (25) an be inter-
preted as quasipartiles. There exists a universal energy-momentum relation as implied by (27).
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The partile interation is enoded in the set of momenta (or rapidities) ditated by the BAE and
in the phase shifts assoiated with elasti two-partile ollisions.
The exlusion statistis of strings is determined by the rule (28) governing the range of BQN
and by the relation (29) governing the apaity for strings in a highest-weight state of given ST . The
total number of ST -multiplets with string ontent {n1, n2, . . .} beomes the solution of a standard
ombinatorial problem:
W ({nm}) =
∏
m∈C
(
dm + nm − 1
nm
)
, dm = Am −
∑
m′∈C
gmm′(nm′ − δmm′), (35)
where
Am = N + 1− 2m, gmm′ = 2min(m,m
′) (36)
are statistial apaity onstants and statistial interation oeients, respetively, that are spe-
i to the string partiles [ 13, 18, 24, 25, 26℄. Taking into aount the (2ST + 1)-fold degeneray
of eah multiplet, this lassiation aounts for the omplete spetrum,∑
{nm}
W ({nm})(2ST + 1) = 2
N , (37)
with the dependene of ST on {nm} given in (29).
To illustrate the string omposition of the XXX spetrum and to explain its relationship to
the omplementary spinon omposition we onsider a hain of N = 6 sites. In Table 1 we list all
ombinations {nm} permitted by (29). Also listed is the range of all I
m
α present in eah ombination
as inferred from (28). The distint ongurations of Imα thus allowed produe the highest-weight
states of all ST -multiplets as shown in Fig. 4 (left). The quantum number ST depends on the
ombinations {nm} via (29) and the wave number k depends on the ongurations {I
m
α } via
(27). Eah row of Imα in Fig. 4 (left) represents the distint string motif of an ST -multiplet. The
solution of the BAE (22) thus speied is for the highest-weight omponent of the multiplet. The
non-highest-weight omponents are haraterized by additional BQN as desribed at the end of
Se. 2.2. The role of these additional BQN will be disussed in Se. 3.2 for ∆ > 1 (see Fig. 5) and
in Se. 3.3 for ∆ < 1 (see Fig. 6).
Table 1. String omposition {nm} of all ST -multiplets for N = 6. Eah row desribes a distint
ombination for a total of 7. Eah ombination produes W multiplets for a total of 20. Eah
multiplet represents 2ST + 1 states for a total of 64. Assoiated with eah string in a given
ombination is a BQN Imα of the range shown.
r C nm W 2ST + 1 BQN
0   1 7 
1 {1} 1 5 5 |I1α| ≤ 2
2 {1} 2 6 3 |I1α| ≤
3
2
2 {2} 1 3 3 |I2α| ≤ 1
3 {1} 3 1 1 |I1α| ≤ 1
3 {1, 2} 1,1 3 1 |I1α| ≤ 1, |I
2
α| = 0
3 {3} 1 1 1 |I3α| = 0
Elements of the string motif serve as the template of the spinon motif of the same ST -multiplet.
Spinons are speied by their spin and momentum quantum numbers. The spinon interation
depends on the partile momenta and (in general) also on the partile spins. The unique XXX
ground state for even N is the spinon vauum. The ground state for odd N is fourfold degenerate
and ontains exatly one spinon. The total number Ns of spinon is restrited to be even (odd) for
even (odd) N and an assume the values 0 ≤ Ns ≤ N . Counting the spin-up spinons (N+) and
spin-down spinons (N−) separately produes the relations
N+ +N− = Ns, N+ −N− = 2Mz. (38)
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Figure 4. Speiation of all ST -multiplets of the XXX model for N = 6 in the string repre-
sentation (left) and spinon representation (right). The quantum numbers ST and k¯
.
= Nk/2pi
of eah multiplet are stated on the far left. The positions of the numbers m = 1, 2, 3 and the
vertial lines (left) mark the values of the Imα and their range. The I
1
α, emphasized by irles,
are markers for the spinon ongurations (right), where they are reprodued as small irles.
Eah square on the right represents a spinon. The set of squares is omplementary to that of
irles with the same range. The number mi = 1, 2, . . . , 5 inside eah square marks the spinon
orbital. The energy of eah ST multiplet is stated on the far right.
It is useful to introdue spinon orbitals assoiated with distint spinon momentum quantum
numbers mi. The wave number of any XXX multiplet an be expressed in terms of the spinon
orbital momenta as follows:
k =

 π
N
Ns∑
j=1
mj −
Nπ
2

mod(2π). (39)
The range of mi depends on both N and Ns:
mi =
Ns
2
,
Ns
2
+ 2, . . . , N −
Ns
2
. (40)
The number of available orbits to Ns spinons, Norb = (N −Ns)/2 + 1, thus dereases by one for
every two spinons added, ∆Norb = −∆Ns/2, whih is one way of reognizing the semioni nature
of spinon partiles. The exat exlusion statistis of spinons is enoded in the number of ways N+
spin-up spinons and N− spin-down spinons an be distributed among Norb aessible orbitals. The
spinon multipliity expression [ 18℄,
W (N+, N−) =
∏
σ=±
(
dσ +Nσ − 1
Nσ
)
, dσ = Aσ −
∑
σ′=±
gσσ′(Nσ′ − δσσ′ ), (41)
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Aσ =
1
2
(N + 1), gσσ′ =
1
2
, (42)
is ast in the same general form as its string ounterpart (35). Summation of W (N+, N−) over all
allowed values of N± aounts for all 2
N
states.
The omplementary relationship between the string and spinon partiles is reeted in their
motifs. In Fig. 4 we show the string motif and spinon motif of all 20 ST -multiplets for N = 6 side
by side. The number of spinons ontained in eah eigenstate of a given ST -multiplet is equal to
the number of vaanies left by the 1-string BQN, I1α, aross the range (28). In Fig. 4 (right) we
have marked the positions of the I1α by irles and the vaanies by squares. The number inside
eah square denotes the orbital mi to whih every spinon belongs. The available orbitals depend
on Ns via (40).
The rules for assigning spinons of partiular momentum quantum numbers to orbitals must
ensure (i) that the mi reprodue, via (39), the wave number k already known via (27) and (ii)
that the permissible spin orientations are onsistent with the quantum number ST . The allowed
ombinations of spinon orbitals are enoded in those ST -multiplets that do not ontain any strings
with m > 1. Here the positions of the 1-strings, i.e. the irles in the spinon motifs, play the role
of delimiters between suessive spinon orbitals.
A spinon orbital with li spinons has an orbital spin S
orb
i = li/2, i = 1, . . . , Norb. If all Ns
spinons are in the same orbital suh as in the rst two motifs (numbered from top to bottom)
this spinon onguration represents a multiplet with ST = S
orb
i = Ns/2. Any distribution of
spinons into multiple orbitals represents more than one ST -multiplet. The multiplets represented
are determined via the deomposition of tensor produts of orbital spins.
For example, if we have one spinon with mi = 2 and three spinons with mi = 4, that deom-
position reads
1
2 ⊗
3
2 = 2 ⊕ 1. The assoiated multiplets with ST = 2 and ST = 1 are found in
motifs three and thirteen, respetively. The onguration with two spinons in eah of the same two
orbital represents three ST -multiplets aording to 1 ⊗ 1 = 2 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 0. They are found in motifs
four, fourteen, and twenty, respetively. The systemati appliation of these rules assigns a unique
spinon momentum and spin ontent to every ST -multiplet.
The energeti split of dierent ST -multiplets assoiated with the same spinon momenta is aused
by a oupling between orbital spins. In the Haldane-Shastry model, whih has higher symmetry,
that oupling is absent and these partiular ST -multiplets remain degenerate [ 27, 28℄. In the XX
model, whih has lower symmetry, even the ST -multiplets split up energetially as will be disussed
in Se. 3.3 [ 14℄.
The translation and reetion symmetries of HXXZ ditate that every state with wave number
k an be transformed into a state with wave number 2π − k and the same energy, implying that
any state with k = 0, π is its own image. These transformation properties are reeted in the string
motif (Imα → −I
m
α ) and in the spinon motif (mi → N −mi) as is evident in Fig. 4.
3.2. Ising limit: strethed strings, domains, and solitons
In the following we desribe three ways of generating the spetrum of the Ising hain, eah
produing a distint set of quasipartiles with dierent exlusion statistis. We begin with the
analysis of the string solutions of the BAE from Se. 2.1. To arrive at a non-divergent spetrum in
the Ising limit of HXXZ we resale the exhange oupling as follows:
HI
.
= lim
∆→∞
∆−1HXXZ = J
N∑
l=1
Szl S
z
l+1. (43)
The resaled energy expression (5) of the Bethe ansatz in raw form thus beomes
E − EF
J
= −r + lim
∆→∞
r∑
i=1
cos ki
∆
. (44)
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Evidently, real magnon momenta ontribute only summarily to the energy, namely via the rst
term in (44). Non-vanishing terms cos ki/∆ an only ome from omplex ki with innite imaginary
parts.
We rst trak the highest-weight states of the ST -multiplets from the XXX limit to the Ising
limit. For these states, all solutions that are real at ∆ = 1 stay real and all solutions that are
omplex at ∆ = 1 have imaginary parts that diverge as ∆ → ∞. The non-highest-weight states
evolve far less uniformly. The additional rapidities, whih are all equal to ±∞ at ∆ = 1, beome,
in general, nite and thus ontribute to the energeti split of the ST -multiplets. In some states,
the extra zi stay real, in other states they ombine to form omplex pairs. It appears that this
transformation from real to omplex rapidities takes plae throughout the axial regime. Here we
fous on the end produt at ∆ =∞, where the ferromagneti domains in Ising produt eigenstates
beome the natural quasipartiles.
Expanding the trigonometri BAE (22) of the axial regime about the Ising limit produes, in
leading order, a set of linear BAE for the real parts of the rapidities,(
N −
∑
m′∈C
tmm′nm′
)
zmα = 2πJ
m
α −
∑
m′∈C
tmm′
nm′∑
α′=1
zm
′
α′ , (45)
where the new set {Jmα } of BQN, related to the original set {I
m
α } by a shift that depends on N
and nm, has the same range (28)
|Jmα | ≤
1
2
(
N − 1−
∑
m′∈C
tmm′nm′
)
, tmm′
.
= 2min(m,m′)− δmm′ , (46)
whih guarantees the orret number of states from the highest-weight type. As the rst step in
the solution of the linear BAE (45) for these states we introdue the quantities
ζm
.
= N −
∑
m′∈C
nm′tmm′ , Jm
.
=
nm∑
α=1
Jmα , Zm
.
=
nm∑
α=1
zmα . (47)
Equations (45) summed over α an thus be brought into the form
Zm = 2π
Jm
ζm
−
∑
m′∈C
nm
ζm
tmm′Zm′ (48)
with ζm guaranteed to be positive. Equation (48) is solved by matrix inversion. Substitution of the
solution Zm into (45) yields the rapidities
zmα = 2π
Jmα
ζm
−
∑
m′∈C
tmm′
ζm
Zm′ . (49)
More expliit solutions in ompat form for the situations where only 1-strings or only 2-strings
are present read
z1α =
2π
N − r
J1α −
2π
N(N − r)
J1, α = 1, ..., r, (50)
z2α =
2π
N − 3r/2
J2α −
6π
N(N − 3r/2)
J2, α = 1, ..., r/2. (51)
If a singlem-string with 1 ≤ m ≤ N/2 is present we have zm1 = (2π/N)J
m
1 with |J
m
1 | ≤ (N−2m)/2.
In Fig. 5 we have reprodued the BQN of all 20 highest-weight states for N = 6 at ∆ = 1 from
Fig. 4 and have added the BQN for all 22 non-highest-weight states with Mz ≥ 0. The additional
I1α of non-highest-weight states, obtained for ∆ = 1 as desribed at the end of Se. 2.2, are loated
beyond the range of the I1α for the highest-weight states (vertial lines).
The hoie of the extra I1α and the assoiated shift of the I
m
α already present is not unique in
most ases. Our hoie was guided by the aim to avoid multiple I1α of the same value and to restore
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Figure 5. Speiation of allXXX eigenstates withMz ≥ 0 forN = 6 in the string representation
(two olumns). The quantum numbers Mz , ST and k¯
.
= Nk/2pi of eah state are stated on the
left. The vertial lines indiate the range (28) of the I1α. The positions of the numbersm = 1, 2, 3
between the vertial lines represent the values of the Imα for the highest-weight states (with
Mz = ST ). The additional BQN of the non-highest-weight states (with 0 ≤ Mz < ST ) are all
loated on the outside. In the Ising limit eah state evolves into a translationally invariant linear
ombination of Ising produt states with domains of lengths as indiated on the far right in eah
olumn.
the symmetry relations desribed at the end of Se. 3.1. For states with k = 0, π, whih are their
own images under the symmetry transformation, neither goal was fully ahievable for N = 6. The
I1α ongurations are asymmetri in several instanes and two idential I
1
α are unavoidable in one
instane. These aestheti aws pose no problem for what follows.
To the right of eah string motif in Fig. 5 we have added another motif in the shape of a ket. It
identies eah string solution as traked from∆ = 1 to∆ =∞ with an Ising eigenstate as omposed
of linear ombinations of ferromagneti domains. We have already introdued these domains in the
ontext of Fig. 2. Here we use a notation onduive to linking Ising produt eigenstates with obvious
domain omposition to Bethe eigenstates with spei string struture in the limit ∆ =∞.
Let the set of λ produt vetors with r = N/2−Mz ipped spins that are generated from one
suh state, |σ1 · · ·σN 〉, via translations be represented by {|σ1 · · ·σN 〉}λ. Let{∣∣ 1 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν1
2 · · · 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν2
3 · · · 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
ν3
· · ·
〉}
Λ
(52)
represent the set of Λ translationally invariant linear ombinations of all produt states that ontain
νn domains of length n subjet to the onstraint ν1+2ν2+3ν3+· · · = r. Any set of the latter kind is
onstruted from one or several sets of the former kind with mathing domain ontent. For N = 6
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there are seven sets of translationally invariant Ising eigenstates at Mz ≥ 0 thus onstruted:
{|0〉}1
l.c.
← {| ↑↑↑↑↑↑〉}1; {|1〉}6
l.c.
← {| ↑↑↑↑↑↓〉}6; {|2〉}6
l.c.
← {| ↑↑↑↑↓↓〉}6; (53a)
{|11〉}9
l.c.
← {| ↑↑↑↓↑↓〉}6, {| ↑↑↓↑↑↓〉}3; {|3〉}6
l.c.
← {| ↑↑↑↓↓↓〉}6; (53b)
{|12〉}12
l.c.
← {| ↑↑↓↓↑↓〉}6, {| ↑↑↓↑↓↓〉}6; {|111〉}2
l.c.
← {| ↑↓↑↓↑↓〉}2. (53)
In Fig. 5 we have identied eah of these 42 states with a partiular BAE solution in the
limit ∆ → ∞. The identiation is straightforward for the highest-weight states. Eah BQN Imα
represents exatly one domain of size µ = m. However, the evolution of the non-highest-weight
states between ∆ = 1 and ∆ → ∞ is far less preditable. The extra BQN are all of the type I1α
at ∆ = 1 and the assoiated rapidities are real and innite. In some ases all extra rapidities stay
real. The domain struture of these states is determined by the Imα just as in highest-weight states.
However, for the majority of non-highest-weight states some of the rapidities that start out
real at ∆ = 1 turn into omplex-onjugate pairs at ∆ > 1 with imaginary parts that diverge as
∆→ ∞. This metamorphosis neessitates a reonguration of the assoiated BQN (not shown in
Fig. 5). Of the 22 non-highest-weight states for N = 6 only six do not aquire additional omplex
rapidities between ∆ = 1 and ∆ → ∞, namely those states for whih the string ontent enoded
in the Imα mathes the domain ontent enoded in the ket.
The identiation of the BAE solutions in the limit ∆ → ∞ with Ising eigenstates of spei
domain ontent may be less ertain in longer hains where states with dierent {νµ} but equal Mz
are degenerate. That is the ase for the two sets of states {|13〉}24 and {|22〉}12 in a hain with
N = 8 sites, for example. However, it seems reasonable to assume that this degeneray is absent
at ∆ <∞ in most if not all ases and thus guarantees that the BAE solutions have, in general, a
unique domain ontent in the limit ∆→∞. Even though the systematis of the transformation of
some BAE solutions between ∆ = 1 and ∆→∞ appears elusive at present, the systematis of the
endprodut, namely the domain struture of the Ising spetrum for arbitrary N , is well known.
An Ising hain of length N an aommodate domains with µ = 1, . . . , N−1 onseutive ipped
spins. Domains of size µ are treated as distint speies of independent partiles. The apaity for
domains is restrited by the relation
N−1∑
µ=1
(µ+ 1)νµ ≤ N. (54)
The total number of Ising eigenstates with domain ontent {ν1, ν2, . . .} is governed by a multipliity
expression somewhat similar to (35) yet dierent [ 26℄:
W ({νµ}) =
N
N − r
N−1∏
µ=1
(
dµ + νµ − 1
νµ
)
, dµ = Aµ −
N−1∑
µ′=1
gµµ′(νµ′ − δµµ′ ), (55)
Aµ = N − µ, gµµ′ =
{
µ′, µ < µ′,
µ′ + 1, µ ≥ µ′
, r =
N−1∑
µ=1
µνµ. (56)
The apaity of the system for domains is ontrolled by Aµ and the statistial interation between
domains by gµµ′ . All domains have the same energy, J . The statistial mehanis of domains for
the Ising hain has been arried out exatly [ 26℄, reproduing familiar results.
In the ontext of Fig. 2 we have already qualitatively desribed the antiferromagneti do-
main walls (solitons) that are omplementary to the ferromagneti domains. Among the four dis-
tint bonds in the general produt state |σ1σ2 · · ·σN 〉, the bonds ↑↑, ↓↓ represent solitons with
spin +1/2, −1/2, respetively, and ↑↓, ↓↑ are vauum bonds. Close-paked solitons with like
spin orientation reside on suessive bonds (e.g. ↑↑↑), whereas lose-paked solitons with oppo-
site spin orientation are separated by one vauum bond (e.g. ↑↑↓↓). Eah of the seven sets of
Ising eigenstates (53) ontains a spei number of spin-up and spin-down solitons, (N+, N−) =
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(6, 0), (4, 0), (3, 1), (2, 0), (2, 2), (1, 1), (0, 0).All solitons have the same energy, J/2. The multipliity
expression for solitons [ 26℄,
W (N+, N−) =
2N
N −Na
∏
σ=±
(
dσ +Nσ − 1
Nσ
)
, dσ = Aσ −
∑
σ′=±
gσσ′ (Nσ′ − δσσ′ ), (57)
Aσ =
1
2
(N − 1), gσσ′ =
1
2
, Na = N+ +N−, (58)
is similar to expression (41) for spinons. Solitons and spinons are both semions but have dierent
pseudovaua. Whereas the spinon vauum was found to be unique, the soliton vauum is twofold,
onsisting of the two produt Neel states, | ↑↓↑ · · · ↓〉 and | ↓↑↓ · · · ↑〉 or linear ombinations
thereof. The soliton vauum, like the spinon vauum, is realized only in hains with even N .
3.3. XX limit: broken strings, fermions, and spinons
Here we investigate what happens to the highest-weight and non-highest-weight states of the
ST -multiplets in the presene of planar exhange anisotropy, partiularly in the limit ∆ = 0.
We have seen that in the axial regime there exists a tendeny for real BAE solutions to beome
omplex. As ∆→∞ all imaginary parts diverge, binding the magnons tightly into domains. In the
planar regime, there exists a trend in the opposite diretion. At ∆ = 0 all BAE solutions an be
regularized as stated in Se. 2.3, making all magnon momenta real. All strings with m > 1 break
up into 1-strings. The ongurations allowed by the set (34) of BQN, whih desribe regularized
solutions, produe the omplete spetrum for arbitrary N .
In Fig. 6 we show the ongurations of I1α of all 42 eigenstates with Mz ≥ 0 at ∆ = 0 for
N = 6 in the same sequene as the orresponding ST -multiplet states at ∆ = 1 have been listed
in Fig. 5. All multiplet states at ∆ = 1 that ontain only 1-strings keep the same onguration
at ∆ = 0. In the other states, all I1α stay in the same position exept the pair of I
1
α that have
idential values in Fig. 5. They are replaed in Fig. 6 by a pair of distint I1α. Furthermore, eah
I2α in Fig. 5 is replaed by two I
1
α in Fig. 6 and the one ourrene of a I
3
α is replaed by three
I1α. Whereas the general rules for these substitutions still elude us, the onstraints imposed by
symmetry and onservation laws eliminate any ambiguity for the ase N = 6 shown here. The
resulting onguration of I1α produes, via (33), the exat ongurations of Jordan-Wigner fermion
momenta in a periodi hain [ 19, 21℄. The statistial mehanis of the regularized 1-strings is that
of a system of free Jordan-Wigner fermions [ 20℄.
Eah XX eigenstate thus identied by its omposition of 1-strings has a unique omposition
of spinons. The rules for inferring the spinon motif from the string motif are onsistent with the
rules desribed in Se. 2.2 for the ase ∆ = 1 but there are some noteworthy dierenes. The lower
rotational symmetry at ∆ = 0, whih splits up the ST -multiplet degeneray, makes it possible to
assign to eahXX state not only a spinon onguration with unique momentum quantum numbers
but to the spinons in eah orbital also a unique spin orientation.
The spinon motif is enoded in the string motif of eah state shown in Fig. 6 as desribed in
the following. (i) Consider the vertial lines dividing the spae of the I1α into two domains the
inside and the outside, the latter wrapping around at ±N/2. (ii) Every I1α-vaany (small irle)
inside represents a spin-up spinon (marked by a square) and every I1α ('1') outside represents a
spin-down spinon (marked by a diamond). (iii) Any number of adjaent spinons in the motif are in
the same orbital, i.e. have the same momentum quantum numbermi from the set (40). Two squares
or diamonds that are separated by ℓ onseutive '1's have spinon quantum numbers separated by
2ℓ. (iv) The spinon momentum quantum numbers are sorted in inreasing order from the line on
the left toward the right through the inside domain (m+i ) and toward the left with wrap-around
through the outside domain (m−i ).
The spinon motif of Fig. 6 establishes the muh needed link between spinon motif of the
fermion representation at ∆ = 0 introdued in Refs. [ 13, 14℄ and the spinon motif of the string
representation at ∆ = 1 introdued in Fig. 5. Unlike the solitons at ∆→∞, the spinons at ∆ = 0
are not free. Nevertheless, an exat statistial mehanial analysis of spinons at ∆ = 0 is possible
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Figure 6. Speiation of all XX eigenstates withMz ≥ 0 for N = 6 in the string representation
(two olumns). The quantum numbers Mz , and k¯
.
= Nk/2pi of eah state are stated on the left.
Also shown on the left is the quantum number ST of the multiplet at ∆ = 1 from whih the
state evolved. The states are listed in the same sequene as those in Fig. 5. The positions of
the '1' represent the values of the I1α from (34) and onstitute the motifs of the (broken) string
onguration of the XX eigenstates. The motif of the omplementary spinon onguration is
marked by the squares (spin-up spinons) and diamonds (spin-down spinons) as explained in the
text.The momentum quantum number mi and the spin orientation σi of eah spinon present in
that state are given to the right of the dual string/spinon motif.
[ 14℄. Away from the Ising limit, the solitons beome interating partiles as well. They an be
traked all the way from ∆ → ∞ to ∆ = 0. A omparison between the spinon omposition and
soliton omposition of the XX eigenstates an be found in Ref. [ 26℄.
4. Conlusion
The long-established integrability of HXXZ imposes stringent onstraints on the nature of
the interation between quasipartiles of any kind, reduing it, eetively, to two-body sattering
events. As a onsequene, these quasipartiles have innite lifetimes and an thus be regarded as
strutural elements of the XXZ eigenstates. This makes it possible to systematially generate the
omplete spetrum from the pseudovauum of one or the other set of quasipartiles.
In this work we have disussed two omplementary sets of quasipartiles, one set being the basi
elements of string solutions of the oordinate Bethe ansatz and the other the semioni spinons or
solitons. Our fous has been on developing interloking motifs for eah set of quasipartiles for
the purpose of traking them aross the axial and planar regimes of HXXZ . Starting from the
symmetry point ∆ = 1 in parameter spae we have identied opposite trends, in the two regimes,
in the evolution of string partiles, whih an be thought of as bound lusters of magnons. In
the axial regime, the strings show a tendeny of inreasing tightness in the binding within eah
luster (rapidities with growing imaginary parts) and a tendeny of merging lusters (real rapidities
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beoming omplex). The endprodut at ∆ =∞ are ferromagneti domains of ipped spins. In the
planar regime, the strings appear to loosen up and break apart. At ∆ = 0 it is possible to transform
away all omplex rapidities and with them any trae of magnon lustering. The free magnons behave
like hard-ore bosons or free fermions.
For J > 0 the pseudovauum of string partiles is loated at the top of the spetrum throughout
the axial regime and then migrates down toward the enter of the spetrum in the planar regime.
The ground state (physial vauum) of HXXZ is unique in the planar regime and twofold in the
axial regime. It an be identied as the pseudovauum of spinons or solitons, respetively. We have
given detailed desriptions of spinons at ∆ = 0 and ∆ = 1 and of solitons at ∆ = ∞, inluding
their relationship to the string partiles. What remains to be investigated is the metamorphosis
of the string partiles between the speial points ∆ = 0, 1,∞ in parameter spae. This is work
in progress. Of partiular interest is an analysis of the transformations for whih we have given
here only qualitative desriptions and the impat of these transformations on the motifs suh as
displayed in Figs. 4-6 inluding the eets on the omplementary spinon and soliton partiles.
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